Gorri is a target game that requires players to throw a ball to hit a moving target. A large ball is rolled past a line of players who try to hit it as it goes past with their tennis ball.

What you need

- 6–10 markers to define a rectangular playing area
- 1 or 2 tennis balls per player (to throw at the moving target)
- A variety of balls (targets) of different size

What to do

- A player designated as the roller calls out ‘gool-gool’ (going-going) and rolls the ball in front of the other players, who attempt to hit it with their tennis balls.

Scoring

- Not counting hits is an option. Another option is to set players a personal challenge with players aiming to score a personal best.

LEARNING INTENTION

Gorri is a target activity where the target moves. This requires a combination of throwing skills and anticipation.
This activity can be modified to suit players with varying abilities. By choosing a suitably sized target, rolling speed and distance from the target all players can be accommodated.

**Change it**

- Vary the size of the target ball.
- Vary the type of target ball – e.g. players with limited vision can be included by using a target ball that makes a noise as it rolls such as a goalball or a ball wrapped in plastic secured by tape.
  
  Other players could use eye-shades with this option to equalise play.
- Roll more than one target ball.
- Vary the size of the balls that are thrown. A bean bag is a good option for a player with limited grip strength or hand function.
- Vary the speed the ball is rolled.
- Vary the distance from the line of the rolled ball.
- Vary the type of throw – rolling is also an option.
- Bouncing the target ball provides an interesting challenge.

**Safety**

- Balls are not retrieved until all the balls have been thrown and an ‘OK’ signal given.
- If using eye-shades, they should be removed before retrieving balls.
- A signal is given to let the players know it is safe to gather the thrown balls and return to the starting line. (This could provide another challenge activity with the task being to take 2 balls back to the starting line! Players should be mindful of others.)
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